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the groups of couples (Xx> Xy, JC*); (YX) Yy, F^); (Zx, Zyy Zz) yield  three  component  couples  having  their forces  parallel to X, Y} Z respectively.    Their astatic moments are (Art. 6), Xxl + Xym + Xzn = Lly
Zxl + Zym + Zzn = L3.
These couples have a common arm OA' and their forces are at right angles.    Compounding them we have (F'ay=(Xxl+Xym+ Xznf+( YJL+ Yym+ Yzn)* + (ZJ, + Zvm+ Zzri)\ The direction cosines of the force F' are proportional to the three moments LI, Lz, L$.
We notice that this expression for F'o! contains only the direction cosines of OA', and does not depend on the position of OBr or 0(7', except only that these must be at right angles to OA. We are thus able to consider the couple whose arm is OA' apart from those whose arms are OB' and 0(7'.
Let us measure along OA a length OP', such that OP' is inversely proportional to the astatic moment of the couple whose arm is OA'. For convenience we shall suppose the product of OP' and this astatic moment to be unity. Thus OP' . F'a' = 1. Let OP' = p, and let £, 97, £ be the coordinates of P' referred to the original axes Ox, Oy, Oz. Then %=lp, <rj=mp, % = np. We therefore find for the locus of Px the quadric
15.    This quadric may be regarded as defined by a statical property, viz. if any radius vector be taken as the axis Oaf, the astatic moment of the corresponding couple (F', a!) is measured by the reciprocal of that radius vector.    It follows that whatever coordinate axes Ox, Oy, Oz are chosen we must have the same quadric.    The equations of the quadric when referred to different sets of axes may be different, but the quadric itself is always the same.    The quadric is therefore to be regarded as fixed in the body.    Any point of the body may be chosen as the base 0, and every such base has a corresponding quadric whose centre is at the base.    This quadric is called the central ellipsoid of that point. It is also called Darbouxs ellipsoid.
16.    Let us represent the astatic moment of the couple whose astatic arm is directed from a given base along the radius vector p by the symbol Kp.    In the same way the astatic moments, Fa,

